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Overview – Significant Canadian
Developments
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• New British Columbia Franchises Act
• Made in Ontario “Joint Employer”
Concern
• Raibex v. AllStar – Enhanced Standard
of Disclosure
• Québec French Language
Requirements for Public Signage

NEW BRITISH COLUMBIA
FRANCHISES ACT

New British Columbia Franchises Act
• February 1, 2017 - BC became 6th province to regulate
franchising
• Based on Uniform Franchises Act developed by ULCC in
2005
• All 6 statutes largely harmonized
• Key Features of BC Legislation:
–
–
–
–
–
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“Substantial compliance” (like AB, MN and PEI)
Exceptions for certain NDAs and site selection agreements
Explicitly allows for e-delivery, including email
Allows prepaid courier, but tracking and receipt required
Explicitly recognizes international accounting standards

New British Columbia Franchises Act (cont’d)
• Key Features (cont’d)
– BC governing law and venue provisions explicitly apply to
arbitration
– BC risk warnings
– Advertising fund requirements less onerous, but must
disclose the “persons who administer the fund”
– Mandatory statement re who bears training costs, even
when optional
– Must disclose person who determines any territory rights
– Additional disclosure re “affiliates” of franchisor
– Mandatory negative statements re earnings projections,
operating costs, training, manuals, territory
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MADE IN ONTARIO “JOINT
EMPLOYER” CONCERN

Ontario’s Changing Workplaces Review
• Independent review commissioned by the Ontario
Government
– Labour Relations Act
– Employment Standards Act

• Franchise-specific changes under consideration:
– Franchisors and franchisees could be declared “joint employers”
for all of the franchisee’s workers under LRA
– Easier for unionization of workers of same franchise system
employed at different franchisee locations
– Make franchisors liable for ESA violations of their franchisees

• Significant franchise industry opposition being led by CFA
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Ontario’s Changing Workplaces Review (cont’d)
• Implications if adopted:
– Increased Franchisor liability in respect of franchisees’
commitments to their employees, including liability
for
•
•
•
•

wages, salaries, overtime, vacation pay and benefits
termination notice and pay in lieu of notice
severance pay and employment-related premiums
payroll taxes

– Increased costs and operational burden to ensure
franchisee’s business is compliant with statutory
labour and employment obligations and internal
policies and practices
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ALLSTAR – ENHANCED
STANDARD OF DISCLOSURE

Raibex v AllStar
• Enhanced standard of disclosure potentially impacting
timing of when FA can be entered into
• FA was signed before site known and before head lease
was negotiated (common practice in Canada)
• FDD did not contain site specific info (i.e., no head
lease, no offer to lease)
• Ultimate head lease contained a $120,000 security
deposit and prepaid rent
• Franchise was a conversion not a new build restaurant
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Raibex v AllStar – Head Lease is Material
Fact
• Rescission granted (in part) because FDD did
not contain head lease
– Terms of head lease are “material facts” that
ought to have been included in FDD
– Even though head lease did not exist at time of
disclosure or when FA signed

• “Premature disclosure”: Franchisor should
have delayed disclosure until all material
facts are known (i.e., until site known and
head lease available)
13

Raibex v AllStar – Estimate for Conversion
Costs
• FDD included cost estimate to build restaurant from a shell
– No estimate for conversion, despite all of the franchisor’s existing
locations being conversions
– FDD instead contained a disclaimer to the effect that the
franchisor could not estimate conversion costs with any certainty
– Franchisor argued actual conversion cost within the range
disclosed for new build

• A disclaimer cannot substitute for a required disclosure item
• FDD deficient because did not include costs estimate for type
of franchise being disclosed => 2 year rescission remedy
• AllStar is under appeal – scheduled for Fall 2017
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Crabby Joe’s Decision – Hard to Reconcile
with AllStar
• Plaintiffs alleged FDD materially deficient, including:
– Didn’t include head lease (only draft sublease and offer to
lease)
– Failed to accurately disclose the costs of establishing
franchise

• Court rejected above allegations
– No head lease existed at time FA signed
– Development cost was within range given in FDD

• Two year rescission granted for other reasons (FDD
didn’t include earnings projections that were given
outside of disclosure)
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QUÉBEC FRENCH LANGUAGE
REQUIREMENTS FOR PUBLIC
SIGNAGE

Québec French Language Requirements
For Public Signage
• In effect since November 24, 2016 with a 3 year grace period
• Where a non-French trademark is displayed on exterior
signage (or interior signage if intended to be seen from
outside), then it must be accompanied by a “sufficient
presence of French”
– (1) a generic term or a description of the products or services
– (2) a corporate slogan or
– (3) any other term or indication deemed sufficient

• The “presence of French” must have permanent visibility,
similar to that of the principal signs displaying the trademark
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UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 🇦🇪
Arbitration and Franchising

KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA 🇸🇦
Draft Franchise Law
Herb Wolfson
ELN Associates FZE – Emirates Law Network
Ras Al Khaimah, United Arab Emirates
herb.wolfson@emlawnet.com

UAE: Arbitration and Franchising 🇦🇪
• Can a franchisor and franchisee validly agree to
arbitrate disputes arising out of the franchise
agreement?
• If so, what should the parties consider when drafting
the agreement to arbitrate (arbitration clause)?

UAE: Arbitration and Franchising 🇦🇪
• Article 6 of the Commercial Agencies Law (CAL) confers
exclusive jurisdiction on the "courts of the State" to
hear disputes arising out of commercial agency
agreements.
• Article 3 of the CAL provides that an unregistered
commercial agency relationship "shall not be recognized
and no claim in respect thereof shall be heard."

UAE: Arbitration and Franchising 🇦🇪
• Taking these provisions of the CAL together, an agreement to
arbitrate a dispute arising out of a franchise relationship registered
under the CAL would be invalid because that dispute is subject to
the mandatory, exclusive jurisdiction of courts in the UAE.
• It is an open question whether the phrase "courts of the State" is
limited to the Arabic-language courts existing when the CAL was
enacted or includes the newer English-language courts: the DIFC
Court and the ADGM Court.

UAE: Arbitration and Franchising 🇦🇪
• In light of Article 3 of the CAL, arbitration may be the only
available method for resolving disputes that arise out of a
franchise relationship that is unregistered.
• When drafting the agreement to arbitrate, the parties should
choose:
– the institutional framework (arbitral rules);
– the seat of arbitration; and
– the governing law of the agreement.

UAE: Arbitration and Franchising 🇦🇪
• An arbitral institution provides both rules and an administrative
body to help manage the arbitration process.
–
–
–
–
–
–

DIAC (Dubai International Arbitration Centre)
DIFC-LCIA Arbitration Centre
ADCCAC (Abu Dhabi Commercial Conciliation and Arbitration Centre)
AAA (American Arbitration Association)
ICC (International Chamber of Commerce)
LCIA (London Court of International Arbitration)

UAE: Arbitration and Franchising 🇦🇪
• The seat of arbitration is more than just a location.
– The law of the seat governs the conduct of the arbitration
– Mandatory provisions of the law of the seat will override contrary
provisions in the agreement to arbitrate or the institutional rules.
– Applications to "set aside" (invalidate) the arbitration award are brought
before courts of the seat and are governed by the law of the seat.

UAE: Arbitration and Franchising 🇦🇪
• The governing law of the contract and the law of the seat of
arbitration might be different, because these are two separate
questions.
– Examples:
•
•
•
•
•

Contract is governed by California law; seat of arbitration is Dubai.
Contract is governed by California law; seat of arbitration is Paris.
Contract is governed by California law; seat of arbitration is DIFC.
Contract is governed by Dubai law; seat of arbitration is Dubai.
Contract is governed by Dubai law; seat of arbitration is DIFC.

UAE: Arbitration and Franchising 🇦🇪
• Considerations when choosing "Dubai" as the seat of arbitration
– Currently there is no arbitration act at the Federal or Emirate level in the
United Arab Emirates. Therefore, for an arbitration with "Dubai" as the
seat, the law of the seat means Articles 203 through 218 of the Civil
Procedure Code (the CPC) - UAE Federal Law No. 11 of 1992 as amended.
– Statutory authority under the CPC for courts to set aside arbitral award if a
procedural irregularity occurs during the arbitration proceedings, but no
statutory guidance setting parameters for the courts to exercise this
authority.

UAE: Arbitration and Franchising 🇦🇪
• Considerations when choosing "Dubai" as the seat of arbitration
(continued):
– CPC does not deem a party to waive objection to an irregularity if the
objection is not raised when the irregularity occurs. This effectively allows
parties to "pocket" or "bank" irregularities to be asserted later, in set-aside
proceedings, to resist an unfavorable arbitral award.
– Lingering issues related to capacity/authority to sign agreements to
arbitrate.

UAE: Arbitration and Franchising 🇦🇪
• Considerations when choosing "DIFC" as the seat of arbitration:
– Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC) is a common-law enclave within
the Emirate of Dubai. DIFC has a system of laws and courts separate from
the legal system in the rest of Dubai.
– Instead of the CPC, DIFC Arbitration Act (DIFC Law 1 of 2008, as amended)
applies to arbitrations seated in DIFC.
– Applications for set aside go to the DIFC Court, not the Dubai Courts.
– DIFC Court judgments may be enforced in the "rest of Dubai."

UAE: Arbitration and Franchising 🇦🇪
• Other options for the seat of arbitration (inside the UAE):
– Abu Dhabi Global Market (ADGM) is a common-law enclave within the
Emirate of Abu Dhabi. ADGM has a system of laws and courts separate
from the legal system in the rest of Dubai.
– ADGM Arbitration Regulations 2015 (not the CPC) apply to arbitrations
seated in ADGM.
– Applications for set aside go to the ADGM Court, not the Abu Dhabi Courts.
– ADGM Court is newer and does not have a track record.

UAE: Arbitration and Franchising 🇦🇪
• Other options for the seat of arbitration (outside the UAE):
– The UAE acceded in 2006 to the New York Convention. Courts in the UAE
therefore must enforce foreign arbitral awards rendered in other states
party to the treaty except in limited circumstances defined in the New York
Convention itself.
– The UAE has a 1992 bilateral treaty with France providing for the
recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards.
– But consider practical issues arising from selecting a seat outside the UAE.

UAE: Arbitration and Franchising 🇦🇪
• Considerations for governing law of the franchise agreements:
– The governing law is separate from the law of the seat.
– The parties can choose the most suitable governing law for their needs
(New York, UAE) while choosing the most suitable seat (DIFC, Paris, etc).
– There is not (yet) a franchising law in the UAE. Even if a franchise is not
registered under the CAL, other laws in the UAE can support franchisee
claims for compensation on termination or non-renewal.
– Generally preferable for the franchisor to choose non-UAE governing law.

KSA: Draft Franchise Law 🇸🇦
• Saudi Arabia historically had no specific regulation of franchises.
• Franchise relationships were subject to regulation under the Saudi
Commercial Agencies Regulations (Saudi CAL) but the Saudi CAL
was less onerous than corresponding laws in other GCC countries.
– Saudi CAL does not give the registered agent the right to block competing imports;
– Saudi CAL does not provide a statutory right for compensation upon termination or nonrenewal;
– Saudi law in general does not award damages for lost future profits.

KSA: Draft Franchise Law 🇸🇦
• In early January, the Saudi Arabian Ministry of Commerce and
Investment (MoCI) published a draft franchise law and invited
public comment.
• The public comment period ended in late January.
• The draft franchise law has not yet been enacted or published in
final form.

KSA: Draft Franchise Law 🇸🇦
• If enacted, the draft Saudi Arabian franchise law would
significantly change the franchising environment in the Kingdom.
• Some of the changes contemplated by the draft law include:
– Requires franchisors to provide prospective franchisees with a disclosure
document. If enacted, this would be the first franchise disclosure
requirement in the GCC.
– Requires franchise agreements to be registered with MoCI.
– Limits restrictions on assignments and transfers of controlling interests.

KSA: Draft Franchise Law 🇸🇦
• Changes contemplated by the draft law (continued):
– Mandates registration of the marks covered by the franchising
arrangement as a prerequisite for grant of the franchise.
– Introduces minimum standards for who is eligible to grant franchise and
sub-franchise rights in the Kingdom.
– Requires franchise agreements to be made in Arabic or translated by a
translator licensed in Saudi Arabia.

KSA: Draft Franchise Law 🇸🇦
• Changes contemplated by the draft law (continued):
– Introduces a list of topics that must be covered in the franchise agreement.
– Invalidates any waiver by franchisee of its rights under the draft franchise
law except as part of a final settlement with the franchisor.
– Grants jurisdiction to the Saudi courts over disputes arising from franchise
agreements or the application of the draft law, but permits parties to agree
on alternative means of dispute resolution such as arbitration, mediation
or conciliation.

KSA: Draft Franchise Law 🇸🇦
• By its terms, the draft law will go into effect 180 days after
publication in the Official Gazette.
• The draft law has not yet been published in the Official Gazette.
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Overview

• Background:
Current Dutch law on Franchise

• Recent Developments in the Netherlands:
1) The Dutch Franchise Code
2) Draft bill to give statutory basis to
selfregulation ‘the Dutch Franchise Code’
3) Conclusions & Questions

Current legislation
•
•

No statutory law on franchising in the Netherlands
No statutory pre-contractual disclosure obligations but information obligations (duty to
reveal and duty to ask) based on general contract law

• Case law Dutch Supreme Court (Paalman/Lampenier & StreetOne)
i. No obligation to provide a financial prognosis;
ii. However, if the franchisor does provide a financial prognosis and is aware that the
prognosis contains serious flaws but does not notify the franchisee of those flaws, the
franchisor may be held liable for damages;
iii. If the franchisor – or a person for which he is responsible – prepared the forecast
himself, he is responsible if he knew of the mistakes (and did not report) or if the
forecast was not diligently prepared (e.g. there was a fault that is atrributable to the
franchisor).

The Dutch Franchise Code

Background DFC
•

Since late 2013 incidents where franchisees
complained about specific behaviour of
franchisors

•

Media attention regarding ‘bad behaviour’
franchisors

•

Unrest in the market leading up to a push for
regulatory action

•

Franchisees pressured law makers to facilitate
the drafting of selfregulation on franchising to
protect the position of the franchisee

Formation of DFC
•

Writing committee with representatives of franchisors and franchisees started on 5 December
2014 to work on the DFC

•

On 16 June 2015, a draft of the DFC was published with a consultation round

•

Franchisors expressed disappointment and franchisees satisfaction with the content of the draft

•

Because of the many reactions, deadline finalization DFC was extended

•

‘Franchise debate’ took place re topics which had been criticized

•

The final version of the DFC was presented to the Minister on 17 February 2016

Content DFC
•

The DFC includes:

i) an introduction
ii) a chapter with definitions
iii) three chapters outlining the obligations of the parties accompanied with an explanatory part
that is ‘inextricably linked’ with the clauses of the Code
iv) a chapter regarding dispute resolution

Content DFC – Introduction
•

Code takes the European Code of Ethics for Franchising as a starting point

•

‘Comply or explain’ principle
 If parties decide not to apply certain provisions of the DFC, they have to explain in a transparent manner in writing the reasons for not
complying with these rules and in which way the principles of the DFC will be subsequently safeguarded

•

DFC will not affect franchise agreements that do already exist at the moment of the
implementation of the DFC

•

The DFC states ultimately that franchise agreements that will be concluded after the
implementation of the Code have to comply with the DFC
 but DFC does not make clear in which way parties should declare the DFC applicable and since it is selfregulation under Dutch law it is not
clear what the consequences are when parties do not declare the DFC applicable

Content DFC - chapter with definitions
•

Definitions of the following concepts:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

‘franchise’
‘franchise concept’
‘franchisor’
‘franchisee’
‘franchise agreement’
‘knowhow’
‘non-compete provision
‘exclusivity provision’

Content DFC – Chapter General Principles and Obligations
•

Cooperation based on uniformity, collectivity and entrepreneurial freedom

•

Obligations franchisor
– Many non controversial, but also controversial obligations such as:
i) not on unreasonable grounds reject the conclusion of a second or “following” franchise agreement;
ii) not on unreasonable grounds withhold consent to a request to terminate or to transfer intermediary the undertaking of the franchisee;
iii) franchisor may only oblige the franchisee to conclude an agreement with a third party insofar as the party is related to the performance of the
franchise agreement.

•

Obligations franchisee

i.

•

Not as many obligations for franchisees as for franchisors

Communication and decision making process
i)
ii)
iii)

Establishment of an independent franchisee representation  topics subject to advice or approval;
‘Defined process for consultation’ with the franchisees;
Representation of franchisees should agree on subjects which have a material effect on the business of the franchisees
 If the franchisor is not able to agree with the representation on these topics, the franchisor cannot unilaterally implement these changes
 the franchisee, who does not agree with the decision, will be exempted from post contractual obligations .

Content DFC – Chapter Acquisition, Publicity and Mutual Information
Facilities/Obligations and Preliminary Contracts
•

Recruitment new franchisees
–
–

•

Franchisor shall only select franchisees that after objective research seem to be sufficiently competent, educated, and have the quality and
financial means to exploit a franchised business;
Marketing materials should be clear, correct and not misleading.

Information obligations
–
–

–
–

Franchisor should provide within a reasonable time before the conclusion of the franchise agreement written, complete and accurate
information so that the franchisee does not feel rushed into the deal;
Article 3.6. of the Code lists the specific information franchisor has to provide to franchisee  f.e. information on the business and financial
position of the franchisor, published annual reports and profit/loss accounts, overview of all franchisees including their contact information,
information on other distribution channels or goods or services of franchisor, etc.;
No obligation to provide financial prognosis;
If a prognosis is given the franchisor should vouch for the quality thereof.

– Information obligations regarding ‘preliminary agreements’

Content DFC: Chapter Specific Obligations Regarding the
Franchise Agreement
•

Non controversial obligations
–
–
–
–

•

Franchise agreement should comply with national and European law;
The agreement should protect the interest to maintain the common identity and reputation of the concept;
A signature for adjusted terms to be binding is required, unless the board of the franchise association can make binding agreements with the
franchisor;
Etc.

Examples of obligations franchisors were critical of
–
–
–

Franchise agreement has to be drafted in the national language of the franchisee’s place of residence;
Franchise agreement should define provisions which are not susceptible to unilateral changes, the DFC lists several provisions of a franchise
agreement that one could consider as ‘key’ such as trademark guidelines, e-commerce, etc;
Franchisee and franchisor can limit obligations regarding damage compensation but they have to be reluctant in precluding provisions of non
mandatory law, such as error, termination for cause or annulment.

Content DFC: Principles regarding dispute resolution
•

Franchisor and franchisee strive to resolve
(collective) disputes in mutual cooperation
within a fixed reasonable period, with
preference through the franchisee
representation or a consultative body

•

If franchisor or franchisee believe that the other
party does not comply with the law, the
agreement or the Code, franchisor or franchisee
may ask a dispute committee for an advice about
the dispute

•

It remains possible to go to a regular court

Draft Bill Franchise
Legislation

Background and purpose
•

Franchisors were reluctant to adopt the DFC

•

The Minister published on 12 April 2017 a draft bill to give the DFC a statutory basis

•

Purpose of draft bill is to strengthen the position of franchisees
–
–
–

Franchisee must be better informed before conclusion franchise agreement;
In case a franchisee will be confronted with an unreasonable situation, franchisee must be able to get out this situation and receive
compensation;
Improve the balance between the interest of the franchisor and franchisee.

•

Explanatory Memorandum to the draft Bill:
“In order to give franchisors and franchisees as much as freedom as possible, the rules of the Code of Conduct will not be laid down in
statutory rules, however a Code of Conduct will be designated which in principle should be applied. This allows parties themselves to
establish the rules of the game. The designation of a Code of Conduct occurs through the adoption of a general administrative rule. This
makes it possible to assign – if needed – quickly a adjusted Code.”

Content
•

New chapter in section 6 of book 7 DCC regarding franchise agreements

•

New article 399g book 7 DCC
– A Code of conduct can be declared applicable through the adoption of a general
administrative rule if the Code contains rules regarding:
i.
ii.

Recruitment and selection of franchisees by franchisors;
The provision of information – within a reasonable time – to franchisees in order to enable a franchisee to make an informed decision
regarding the conclusion of a franchise agreement;
iii. Conclusion of preliminary contracts;
iv. The provision of information regarding facts which can effect the exploitation of the franchise formula;
v. A collective consultation between franchisor and franchisees;
vi. Out-of-court settlement;
vii. Provisions concerning: obligation for franchisee to purchase goods and services during the term of the agreement from franchisor, noncompete, right of franchisor – during the term of the agreement – to amend or terminate the agreement and in which way franchisor can use
this right.

Content
•

New article 399g book 7 of DCC
• Based on a ‘comply or explain principle’ it is possible to deviate from the Code
of Conduct:
From the Explanatory Memorandum to the draft Bill follows that a franchisor must provide a sound reasoning for not
complying with the Code, a franchisor has to explain why the specific rule is not workable in his branch;

• Further rules on deviation (i.e. how franchisor should explain why he deviates
from the Code) can be laid down in a general administrative rule;
• If franchisor does not comply with the ‘comply or explain principle’, a franchisee
can annul a provision in the franchise agreement which deviates from the rules
in the Code of Conduct

Content
•

New article 339f book 7 of DCC includes definitions (deviating from the DFC) of:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

•

‘franchise concept’
‘franchisor’
‘franchisee’
‘franchise agreement’
‘preliminary contract’

New Article 209 section 8 of Transition Act DCC
“Agreed contracts before the date of entry of title 6 of book 7, shall become effective five years after that time.”

Intended effects
•

Obligatory adoption of a Code of Conduct contributes to a more balanced relationship between the interest of franchisor and franchisee;

•

This contributes to a healthy franchise sector and therefore also contributes to the Dutch economy;

•

The relationship between franchisor and franchisee will be more professionalized and optimized  f.e through a ‘defined process for
consultation’;

•

Transparency regarding the subjects on which the representation of franchisees should agree contributes to effective decision making;

•

Because of the principle of ‘comply or explain’ it is possible to deviate from the Code, in case this is necessary due to specific features of
franchise concepts in certain branches;

•

The franchisor provides the franchisee with sound commercial, operational and logistic assistance;

•

The franchisee must in his role as an independent entrepreneur make efforts regarding the development of his enterprise and must contribute
to the maintenance of the common identity and reputation

Next steps
•

Consultation round of 6 weeks;

•

In the different stages of the legislative
process the content of the proposal can
be adapted;

•

In the end, there is also a chance that
the draft Bill will be substantially revised
in the Parliamentary process or not be
adopted at all.

What does it mean?
•

DFC includes many obligations which are in line with Dutch (lower court) case law and/or
standing practice in the industry and/or neighbouring countries in Europe
–

•
i.
ii.

•
i.
ii.
iii.

For example, disclosure obligations, preliminary agreement, termination to be based on reasonableness and fairness

DFC includes a few obligations that restrict freedom of contract:
obligation to not on unreasonable grounds reject the conclusion of a second or “following” franchise agreement with a franchisee;
obligation that a franchisor may not on unreasonable grounds withholds his consent to a request to terminate or to transfer intermediary the
undertaking of the franchisee;

DFC includes a few obligations that seem not in all situations workable:
the franchise agreement has to be drafted in the national language of the franchisee’s place of residence or translated by a certified translator;
obligation to have a ’defined process for consultation’ with the franchisees;
the representation of franchisees should agree on subjects which have a material effect on the business of the franchisees. If the franchisor is not
able to agree with the representation on these topics, the franchisor cannot unilaterally implement these changes.

Conclusions
•

Due to the resistance of franchisors, this selfregulation seems to lack sufficient support from the
sector; therefore substantive rules of the DFC deserve the primacy of legislature;

•

The question is why the article already present in the Dutch Civil Code providing a legal basis for
selfregulation on specific topics/industries was not used;

•

The end result of selfregulation through ‘comply or explain’, is that it is possible to deviate, from
even the most important rules in the DFC, even after the bill would be adopted;

•

In order to improve democratic legitimacy, the minister could have proposed a more extensive
delegation clause;

•

If the Minister wishes to impose mandatory rules, he may submit a new bill of mandatory and
non mandatory rules on franchise.

Update from the United Kingdom

By Gordon Drakes, Fieldfisher

Introduction
The Legal Perspective
• Brexit
• Contractual Penalties
• Gig Economy Issues
• New Code of Ethics
• Payment practice reporting

Introduction
The Commercial Perspective*
• Contribution to the UK economy has grown by 46% in last 10 years
• Fewer franchisees – and more units:
• Growing number of multi-brand operators
• Increase in size of franchised businesses
• Increase in the number of UK owned franchise systems
• Some sectors doing better than others – F&B, leisure and hotels on increase.
Transport/commercial services, retail with little growth or lower profitability.
*BFA/Natwest Franchise Survey 2016

Brexit
The UK is likely to leave the single market and the customs union.
Five keys Issues likely to impact franchise businesses
1. Intellectual Property Rights
2. Data Protection
3. Anti-trust law
4. Jurisdiction and Enforcement
5. Contractual Provisions

Brexit
Takeaways
• Audit IP rights - consider separate applications for UK/expansion
beyond UK into wider EU
• Audit franchise agreements and supply agreements – force
majeure/termination rights
• Recruitment strategy
• Get GDPR compliant!

Contractual Penalties
UK Supreme Court issued a joint judgment, setting out new test on the
“penalty rule”
What is the penalty rule?
• Payments under contract which are an exorbitant alternative to damages
for breach are unenforceable
• Distinction between (unenforceable) penalties and (enforceable)
“liquidated damages”
• No scope for deterrents, protecting non-compensatory interests

Contractual Penalties
The New Test
“whether the sum or remedy stipulated as a consequence of a breach of
contract exorbitant or unconscionable when regard is had to the innocent
party's legitimate interest in the performance of the contract”
El Makdessi – deferred consideration linked to non-competes
Parking Eye - valid deterrent against long stay parking. Proceeds of fines
needed to fund enforcement scheme.
But….bargaining power of parties is a key factor.

Contractual Penalties
Takeaways
• More freedom to contract for consequences of breach (particularly
for international/heavily negotiated franchise agreements)
• Deterrents are permissible
• No need to demonstrate a genuine pre-estimate of loss
• Identify and reference “legitimate interests”
• Resales/buy backs

Gig Economy Issues – the rise or fall or
employment status

Gig Economy Issues – the rise or fall or
employment status
What’s been happening?
GMB Union successfully challenged Uber’s stance that it is an online
intermediary and not an employer – drivers are “workers”, entitled to
certain benefits.
Similar cases have followed in last 12 months – CitySprint, Dhillon (tax
tribunal) and claims launched against delivery companies on behalf of
couriers.

Gig Economy Issues – the rise or fall or
employment status
• 3 types of employment status under English law – employee, worker, selfemployed
• Factors in determining which status applies – personal service, mutuality of
obligation, control
• Courts found that HR contracts/policies inconsistent with practice
• Workers entitled to minimum wage, paid holiday, pension contributions, plus
obligation on employer to pay NIC
• Uber is considering an appeal. Tribunals rulings not as strong as higher courts

Gig Economy Issues – the rise or fall or
employment status
Impact on Franchising
• Legal, reputational and financial risk to business models of service
sector franchises
• Challenges to employment status by service provides and
potentially franchisees.
• Increase in costs – HR support, tax and benefit contributions.
• PR risk

Gig Economy Issues – the rise or fall or
employment status
Takeaways
• Taylor Report due to make recommendations in June 2017
• Audit delivery models and HR policies and contracts
• Financial planning
• Review franchise agreements and manuals – introduce guidance,
restrictions and indemnities

And in other news………..
• Payment Practices and Performance Regulations 2017
– increase transparency and public scrutiny of large businesses’ payment practices
– Failure to publish is a criminal offence
• Code of Ethics for Franchising in the UK updated for first time in 13 years.
– Good faith and fair dealing
– Mandatory arbitration
– Responsibility to maintain and develop know-how
– Online sales policy

Thank you! Any questions?
Gordon Drakes
Partner – UK
Fieldfisher LLP

E: gordon.drakes@fieldfisher.com
T: +44 (0)20 7861 4525

